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NEW SOLlDAR.ITY INrER.NATIONAl PRESS SERVICE
,Special Rep-orts

Instit,ute For Policy Studies Plans
Nuclear IIPearl Harborll
(The following is excerpted from an NSIPS Brief entitled:
U.S. Labor Special Report - Institute for Police Studies
Exposed as Rockefeller's
Control for "Left-right"
Terrorism)
May 27 (N:SIPS ) - A conspiracy headed by the Rockefeller
Family and their top accomplice, Henry Kissinger, plans to
unleash a wave of "blind terrorism" in North America and
Western Europe which will culminate in a terrorist nuclear
attack somewhere in North America around the time of the
July 4 Bicentennial celebrations. According to the plan, a
section of the National Security Council's international
terrorist network is to explode a nuclear "Pearl Harbor"
which will then be blamed on the Soviet Union or Cuba,
justifying the imposition of an emergency dictatorial fascist
government in the United States and an immediate nuclear
"show of force" with the Warsaw Pact.
This psychotic scenario for the bankrupt Rockefeller
Family's political comeback is now in its first phase of
operation. The Washington D.C.-based Institute for Policy
Studies - which controls and directs the world's left and
right fascist countergangs and "blind terrorist" groups in
coordination with the NSC and affiliated intelligence agen
cies - has begun the full activation of its terrorist network to
create the red scare atmosphere for a credible blackmail
threat by "nuclear terrorists." Several terrorists units which
were spawned and trained at the Institute - including the
People's Bicentennial Commission, the Maoist Revolu
tionary Union, the Weather Underground and the Puerto
Rican Socialist Party's terrorist wing - have publicly an
nounced plans for bloody street riots, bombings and shooting
during the week of July 4.
This July 4 activation includes the strategic option of the
assassination of President Gerald Ford. The assassination
option was corroborated by Ron Koziel, an NSC press conduit
who works for the daily Chicago Tribune: thinking he was ,
speaking to a staffer for the Institute for Policy Studies,
Koziel blurted out, "I have received numerous indications
from old reliable sources in the underground that something
spectacular is going to happen at the keynote address in
Philadelphia on the Fourth of July. " Reminded that
President Ford would be giving that keynote address, Koziel
responded, "The situation has gone a long way beyond poli
tical activism ... this will be outright terrorism."
At the same time, other NSC press conduits around the
world have begun fielding the Goebbels-style "Big Lie" that
terrorist groups are fully capable of either stealing or con
structing a nuclear device - a confirmed scientific im
possibility. These press lies can be directly traced back to
operatives of the NSC and the Institute. George Rathgens, a
so-called physicist who has been quoted as claiming that any
terrorist can build a "tool shed nuke," is an Institute for
Policy Studies Associate.
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U.S. Army Lt. General Willaim Yarborough, a CIA covert
operations career officer, last week revealed in no uncertain
terms what the purpose of this press black propaganda
campaign is. In an interview, Yarborough stated; "The
dangers of a nuclear terrorist attack grow exponentially day
by day. The more the press talks about nuclear terrorism,
the more they fire the imagination of the terrorist ... I think
that it will come first as a hoax, and then as the real thing ...
The Fourth of July will see an uprising of terrorism in the
United States that will make people give up certain of their
liberties ... After the Fourth of July people will be anxious to
see the kind of mechanics for handling such terrorists as
rapidly as possible."
At a conference on international terrorism held in
Glassboro, New Jersey, last month - a meeting to plan and
activate the current scenario - Yarborough admitted that
"95 per cent of all terrorism is controlled by the CIA."

The International Caucus of Labor Committees have fully
pieced together the conspiracy and the chain of command
developed to carry it out, and has begun dissemination of this
evidence to governments, political figures, honest police offi
cials and workers around the world. The only way to stop this
maniacal conspiracy from blowing up the world is by im
mediately dismantling Rockefeller's international terrorist
apparatus.
Institute's Crucial Link
The ICLC has determined that the crucial nexus of the NSC
nuclear terror plot is the Institute for Policy Studies and its
Massachusetts-based subdivision, the Cambridge Institute.
The spawning ground for virtually every terrorist
organization in the United States, the Institute for Policy
Studies and the Cambridge Institute, were both set up as a
National Security Council covert operation by McGeorge
Bundy and Henry Kissinger. The head of the Institute is
Marcus Raskin, a "former" "Special Staff" member of the
National Security Council, whose duties included monitoring
of CIA covert operations and nuclear planning. The other two '
heads of the Institute are Richard Barnett and Arthur
Waskow, both of whom have served on the National Security
Council.
The very same Institute terrorist controllers who created,
trained and deploy the crazed Weatherman bombers, the
Black Liberation Army ki llers, the Maoist arsonists and
rapists, and the Bicentennial rioters have for the last 13 years
acted as "advisors" and "consultants" to the NSC and other
nuclear planning and develop ment government agencies on
m atters pertaining to nuclear warfare strategy and tactics,
nuclear proliferation, and nuclear procurement. Institute
Fellows and Trustees all still hold their high-level National
Security clearance!
The NSC's covert action Institute front was set up in 1963 by
Marcus Raskin in collaboration with top officials from the
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u.s. Arms Control and disarmament Agency (ACDA), the

Defense Department, the State Department, the CIA, and the
u.S. Information Agency (USIA).

High-level officials from the nuclear warfare planning side
of this. National Security apparatus - including ACDA
Deputy Director of Political Research Richard Barnett and
ACDA Bureau chief Leonard Rodberg - were deployed to
found the Institute, to help create the NSC's terrorist and
nuclear terrorism capability, and to expand Rockefeller's
1984-type fascist brainwashing infrastructure in this country.
The ACDA's function, amongst other things, is to monitor
and oversee the worldwide dissemination and procurement
of nuclear arms!
The ACDA is in fact properly described as an Institute
affiliate. Raskin himself authored the enabling legislation for
the ACDA as a CIA penetration agent on congressional staffs
during the late 1950s and even briefly ran the agency in 1963,
as one of his NSC staff duties! Institute Resident Fellow
Leonard Rodberg continued to act as SCDA Bureau Chief for
years after he joined the Institute. Raskin's "baby," ACDA,
officially participates in all NSC meetings dealing with
nuclear matters - a fact noted in passing in the recent
Senate Intelligence Committee "Church" report.
Institute Fellow-Trustee nuclear provocateur Arthur
Waskow was hailed in 1965 by the mad bomber, Henry
Kissinger. In his book, Problems of National Security,
Kissinger republished an article by Waskow, touting him as a
top atomic expert and a leading nuclear warfare strategist!
The Institute, through its "seminar" cover, has worked
closely and continually with nuclear warfare planning and
other official military agencies. The Institute's own
brochure, available in the public domain, lists as par
ticipants as their year-long seminars on such subjects as
Military Procurement, U.S. Military Strategy for Asia, and
so forth the such key agencies and officials as the Atomic
Energy Commission, the Energy Research and Development
Administration, the Director of Missile Defense, Department
of Defense, the National Security Council, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Agency
for International Development (AID), the U.S. Army Combat
Development Command, the RAND Corporation, and the
Office 01 Science and Technology, the White House.
Funding
The Rockefeller Family has given all-out financial backing
to the Institute nuclear terrorists since Raskin and his fascist
"whiz kids" joined the Rockefeller's international private
political intelligence-psywar-black operations network today compeltely interfaced with Kissinger's NSC and
associated intelligence agencies, including the IBM-linked
International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP).
Aside from laundered NSC funds, the Washington-based
Institute for Policy Studies and its subdivision, the Cam-

bridge Institute in Massachusetts,' get the big chunk of their
largesse from the Rockefeller Family Fund; the Rockefeller
Foundation;
Emily and Abby Rockefeller (David's
daughters); the Rockefeller-controlled Ford Foundation; the
Sperry Family of Chase Manhattan's Sperry-Rand Corpora
tion; Philip Stern of the Rockefeller-allied and Rothschild"
intermarried Sears Roebuck Rosenwald family (a former
Deputy Secretary of State, Stern now heads the Institute's
Board of Trustees); the notorious Hitler financial funnel, the
Warburg banking family; and David Rockefeller himself,
who directly funds several of the Institute's major
publications including the Real Paper, a counter cultural rag
published in Boston.
How the Institute Created
�
The Weathermen
Virtually every terrorist organization in the United States
- both "left" and "right" - is an Institute creation. In lact
the Institute founded its Cambridge Institute Boston branch
in 1969 specifically for the purpose of developing the syn
thetic Weathermen terrorist gang and seizing control of the
American deserters' movement and organizations in Europe
for Kissinger-directed operations against the USSR and East
Europe!
On the Cambridge Institute's Board of Advisors and among
the editors of their publication, the Working Papers, are most
of the NSC's top terrorist controllers and nuclear warfare
planners including:
* Noam Chomsky - the RAND Corporation artificial in
telligence computer program designer and brainwash
specialist; Bo Burlingham, the "ex" Weatherman Central
Committee member, who ran the Paris section of the
American Deserters' Committee co-chairman; Emma
Rothschild, the Rothschild family scion and Council on
Foreign Relations genocidal food control planner; and An
drew Kopkind, American Deserters' Committee espionage
operative, "former" Weatherman. Propaganda Minister, and'
Real Paper editor.
Every top Weatherman - now called the Weatherun
derground - leader received his indoctrination, training,
and marching orders from either the Institute for Policy
Studies or the Cambridge Institute.
Under the protection of the Institute, the Rockefeller
private intelligence network, the NSC and CIA, these
terrorist agents continue to circulate around the country
creating fresh new terrorist zombie units. When they are
accidentally arrested by local police, as happened recently in
the case of Weatherman terrorists Bill Ayers and Howard
Machtinger, they are immediately released - following the
"national security" intervention of Henry Kissinger and·the
CIA - to go about their fascist terrorist dirty work despite
the fact that they face charges that could put them in jail for
life!
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